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Muse Barstool designed by jehs+laub
Muse Barstool by Jehs+Laub is a stylishly sculptural barstool that projects modern
elegance. The silhouette embraces the body, mimicking the lounge chair of the same
name. The 3D plywood shell creates a timeless and uniquely simple design with
flowing lines and a sculptural aesthetic.
Ideal for commercial interiors, this classic piece with a modern twist is centered on
providing optimum comfort with a relaxed, residential feel. Available with several
unique upholstery options, Muse Barstool brings an unprecedented level of visual
appeal with a classic style and extraordinary comfort. In order to obtain the deep and
complex curves for jehs+laub’s vision, 3D plywood technology was required. This
special technique of molding plywood scores the conventional veneers so they can be
deeply drawn into the mold without creasing which maintains the true texture of the
veneer.
Muse offers two distinct base designs, each with their own exceptional style. The
wood base fosters a natural aesthetic, highlighting the warmth of Muse’s design.
Coupling with the 3D plywood shell, Muse Bar in all wood offers an elegant simplicity
that is unmatched by other designs. The sled base is slender and minimal with a more
modern aesthetic, adding a hint of contemporary lightness to a space.
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Continued The 3D plywood shell of Muse Barstool is constructed through an innovative process
that allows for the design and production of wooden organic shapes that couldn’t
be realized before. The shell is lightweight and elegant while also being surprisingly
strong and stable. The wood base legs are manufactured using solid wood and the sled
base is constructed of a unified steel frame.
The soft curves and precision of Muse’s design make it a beautiful choice for a
variety of applications. Available with two distinctive base options, Muse Barstool is a
dynamic seating option with a style to inspire any space. Muse Barstools is designed
as a counterpart to the Muse lounge chair, a soft and sculptural piece that projects
modern elegance.
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